
CREATING STEEPNESS WITH SCRATCH (Intermediate Level) 

In this exercise we are going to make the cat walk up a steep hill and program some difficulty into his 

movements so that the slope of the hill seems to impact his movements. 

Let’s begin by coding the walking from left to right: 

This is the basic code to make the cat appear like he is 

walking when you press the right arrow. This code 

goes in the Cat’s script box. 

 

 

 

 

Now, click on the paintbrush to create a new sprite. Use coloured in green rectangles, lines and the 

paint bucket to create a ground that 

slopes upwards. Colour the sky blue. 

The cat will have disappeared, so add a 

“Go to front” to its code, just before the 

“forever” loop. 

 

 

 

 

Create a new block called “walk”. Click on options and “add number input” and call this “steps”.  

 

Edit the cat walking code as follows, taking out the “change x by 6”, replacing it with “walk 6”. 

 

The header for our new block “walk” will have appeared somewhere in the script box. 

Underneath the heading add a “change x by” and drag the 

steps variable from the heading. 

Get a “repeat until” loop and put “change y by 1” inside. 

Get a “not” bar from the operators menu and a “touching 

color” from the sensing menu. Click the box next to the 

word “color” and click anywhere on the green ground 

that you painted on the background. This will make the box take that colour. 



We’re done! Press the green flag and make the cat walk up the hills. 

To look at what’s happening, play the game very slowly and see what the cat does when it hits the 

sloped ground. 

1. When the cat is walking along the flat, its foot doesn’t touch green. 

Every time you hit right arrow, it moves 6 pixels to the right. 

 

 

 

2. When the cat is walking up a slope, its foot does touch green. 

When this happens, it rises 1 pixel (change y by 1) 

 

 

 

3. If the slope is really steep, its foot touches green a lot, so it rises a lot. 

 

Which bring us to the mathematics! 

As the cat walks along the flat ground, it doesn’t rise at all. The slope (gradient) of the ground is zero. 

When the cat walks up a gentle slope, it rises a certain amount for every right arrow that you touch. 

We calculate the slope or gradient of a hill using the formula: 

gradient =
rise

run
 

When the cat walks up a steep slope, it rises a lot more for every right arrow that you touch.  

Calculate the gradient of the following slopes as decimals: 

 

 

 

 

 

Which is the steepest? Which is the flattest? 

What is the relationship between the steepness and the value of the gradient? 

How far up it goes 

How far along it goes 


